
Work package 5: Networking and scalability.

This work package focused on the Docker technology that enables a new
paradigm in application development. Traditionally, cloud services are based
on virtual machines (VM), where underlying hardware runs a hypervisor that
provides virtualized resources (CPU, RAM, disk, network etc.) for a whole
operating system that utilizes these resources. Essentially, it can be seen
as an assembler level API, thus it requires a separate kernel to be run for
every virtual machine. It results in significant overhead of running a virtual
machine. For example, to bring up a new instance the whole operating
system booting sequence needs to be executed.

Opposed to this approach the Docker is based on Linux kernel namespace
capabilities. Hence, the API provided by Docker is a Linux kernel API, but
the level of isolation is close to that of VMs. Hence Docker based cloud
services can be much more elastic, because the overhead of running a new
application instance is negligible. Hundreds of Docker containers can be run
in a matter of seconds.

Several problems arise in this dynamic environment, in particular: service
discovery, load balancing, application orchestrating, multi-nodes networking.
This work package addressed these problems and developed the necessary
practices, tools and applications to solve them.

Docker

A machine (either a virtual machine or a real one) is called a Docker host
if it runs the Docker daemon that provides the API to run containers. A
container is an instance of the application that is run in a separate kernel
namespace. It has its filesystem and networking stack isolated from other
containers. A Docker image is a packaged application that the container is
based on. It defines the layered filesystem, thus its size can be quite small,
compared to the disks of virtual machines.

Two approaches to building Docker infrastructure were investigated in
the work package. One takes use of several tools as building blocks, each
tool solving a particular problem, and constructing a Docker environment
from these tools. Another approach is to use a monolithic solution like
Kubernetes for orchestrating the containers. The SmartHome Security team
of WP5 has successfully used Kubernetes as a backend for administering
security microservices in a scalable and fault-tolerant manner.
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Tools

When building a Docker infrastructure on multiple Docker hosts the problem
of discovering running instances on different hosts was solved by turning each
Docker host into an OSPF router. The containers were assigned IP addresses
from a particular address space for each host, the hosts then advertised the
routes to all of its containers to other Docker hosts.

For service discovery SkyDNS on top of etcd was utilized. etcd is a dis-
tributed key-value store, providing consistency over a set of nodes. Running
etcd on several hosts increases the availability of the information to Docker
hosts that can use etcd to store configuration values. The Docker hosts then
can list their running containers to SkyDNS and provide a round-robin DNS
load balanced service.

In the scope of this work package there were developed software tools for
Linux Virtual Server load balancing https://github.com/qmsk/clusterf
and load testing https://github.com/qmsk/close.

Load balancing

Clusterf is an L3 load balancer control plane, meaning that it allows configu-
ration of the IPVS Linux kernel module through etcd distributed configura-
tion engine, and hotplugging of Docker containers as new service providers.

The problem of service discovery in a Docker network is more challenging
than in the cloud based on Virtual Machines, because the containers lifecy-
cle can be much shorter than of the VMs, thus the configuration changes
should propagate quickly through the system. The usage of a distributed
configuration storage tool like etcd enables almost real-time monitoring of
configuration changes and notifies the frontend loadbalancer about new con-
tainers when they brought up, or about containers being shutdown.

There are two daemons comprising the system: one for Docker hosts to
enumerate running services and store them into etcd, another one is to be run
on the cluster frontend, picking up the services from etcd and re-configuring
the kernel IPVS module accordingly.

Load testing

One of the areas for testing cloud services is load testing, i.e. generating a
network load targeting a service, and measuring its performance through var-
ious metrics. For this purpose the collection of tools was developed that uti-
lizes Docker as an infrastructure for running applications that can generate
network load and collect statistics. It allows quickly launching a configured
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number of load generating workers and displaying the collected statistics
through web interface.

Securebox

Other half of WP5 has been developing Securebox, a smart gateway with se-
curity and network management features. Solution leverages on Kubernetes-
based backend which allocates advanced traffic analysis services and virtual
middleboxes, provides remote management of security policies for client net-
works and allows security collaboration between client networks. Currently
the team has a couple of publications under review and one publication in
the pipeline set for submission by the end of July 2016.

Wireless Isolation with SDN

Wireless networks are not yet fully supported by Software-Defined Net-
working (SDN). Several research prototypes attempt to bridge the gap,
but typically require changes in access point software. We have developed
two easily deployed approaches to bridge this gap, namely Intelligent and
Thin Edge. These approaches allow off-the-shelf and enterprise equipment
to be used to bring SDN to the wireless networks. The methods lever-
age on Open vSwitch, OpenWrt and wireless isolation, which allows use to
deploy the one or the other approach on almost all access points without
changing the software. Currently a demonstration of the approaches has
been accepted to the ACM SIGCOMM 2016. Instructions how to deploy
the system are available at https://wiki.helsinki.fi/display/WiFiSDN/
Software-Defined+Wi-Fi+Networks+with+Wireless+Isolation.
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